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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0978581A2] The comber assembly (1), with a following two-stage drawing unit (6) to process the combed fibers (8), has a controlled
speed for the paired entry rollers (42) at the second drawing stage (II). The roller speed is set through a signal from a monitor (30) for the drawn
fibers (12) from the first drawing stage (I). A sliver buffer (3) is between the drawing stages (I,II). The paired outlet rollers (11) at the first drawing
stage (I) have a controlled drive (M3), and its paired inlet rollers (10) are coupled to the drive (M1) of the textile machine (1). The drive motor
(M1) for the textile machine (1) and the drive motor (M2) for the paired entry rollers (10) of the first drawing stage (I) are controlled by a common
frequency converter (20). The transmission for the paired entry rollers (10) of the first drawing stage (I) is linked to the transmission (14) of the textile
machine (1). The drawing stages (I,II) have separate drive motors (M3,M5). The machine drive motor (M1) acts as a master for the drive motor
(M3) for the paired exit rollers (11) of the first drawing stage (I) and for the drive motor (M5) for the second drawing stage (II). A number of combing
heads, at the comber (1), are in front of the drawing stages, with a separate drive motor for their lap rollers, with a speed controlled by the monitor
(30) signals. A sliver laying unit (60) is after the drawing unit (6), to lay the drawn sliver (9). The drive (50,51) for the laying system is coupled to the
transmission (47) for the paired exit rollers (43) of the second drawing stage (II). Sensors (S1,S2) at the sliver buffer (3) are connected to the control
for the drive motor (M5) for the second drawing stage (II), which in turn controls the sliver buffer. The sliver buffer (3) forms a suspended sliver loop
(FS), with at least one sensor (S1,S2) to register the loop. A further pair of rollers (40) is between the sliver buffer (3) and the monitor (30), with a
drive (27) linked to the drive (38) for the paired entry rollers (42) at the second drawing stage (II). A monitor (57) for the drawn sliver (9) is between
the second drawing stage (II) and the sliver laying unit (60). The sliver laying unit (60) has a separate electric drive motor, controlled by the drive
motor (M5) for the second drawing stage (II), through a frequency converter.
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